
Start with brainstorming 

              a. do this every month
              b. pick the same  day each month
              c. think of this step as de-cluttering your mind
              d. write down everything you want to do or not forget
              e. list all of your to-do's, wishes, goals, dreams, tasks
              f. don't overthink this
              g. you can do this on a blank piece of paper in an abstract way or you can use
                   the listing method

  ** The reason for brainstorming is to get all the crud in your head out in the open
to make it less overwhelming. When you can see all that you are thinking  about you
can work towards accomplishing your goals in baby steps.

      2. Next we will start with prioritizing 

               a. look at all you wrote while brainstorming
               b. think of all of this information as needing to be sorted
               c. highlight in yellow all of the MUST do items
               d. circle in red all of the items that have a time limit on them
               e. circle in green all of the items that are a personal goal for you
               f. scratch of any items if you have determined they don't amount to a hill of 
                   beans
               g. start sorting all of these ideas into your "TO-DO" lists
               h. you will revisit these "TO-DO" lists as you make your daily plans

       

HOW TO GET THE NEW YEAR STARTED 



        
** These priority lists help to sort all of your to-do. Put like things together.
This helps you look for patterns in your goals and simplify your different aspects
of life.

       3. Last we will pick a day of the week to plan out our week

             a. before starting this step you will need to decide how you want to keep
                 this information straight, whether it's paper or digital
              b.  fill in all of the things you know you have to do, like work, doctors appts, 
                    workouts, kids activities
              c. look at your priority list and decide which items you can put into your  
                   schedule
              d. start with your time sensitive items 
              e. next look at your MUST do items
              f. are there repeating tasks 
              g. is there a TO DO list that you just want to address, that feels urgent? 
                 schedule it now!
             h. some items may need to be broken down into bite sized tasks to get 
                 complete.

** Daily planning is IMPERATIVE if you want to accomplish your goals. But you want
to remember these points.

       1. It is OK to not fill in every hour of every day. You will get burned out, really 
          fast.
       2. It is OK to not get everything completed that you wanted to. 
       3. PERFECTION is a myth, get it out of your head! Life happens, we get tired,
           have  lazy days, sick kids, emotional overloads, extra work loads, family 
           emergencies.
      4. Be kind to yourself here. The object of having a planner is not to set 
           yourself up for failure but to keep track of all that you HAVE DONE! To give
           yourself some validation for all of your hard work!
      



         
         5. Remember we all are in a different season in our lives, what are my 
              priorities are not yours and that is OK! 
         6. Show yourself some grace if you don't get everything done. Your 
             "monthly" brainstorming may occur every other month. Your weekly plans
             may take all month...who cares?  The point is you are moving forward!!
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